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ABSTRACT
LGBTQ+ people have received increased attention in HCI research,
paralleling a greater emphasis on social justice in recent years.
However, there has not been a systematic review of how LGBTQ+
people are researched or discussed in HCI. In this work, we review
all research mentioning LGBTQ+ people across the HCI venues of
CHI, CSCW, DIS, and TOCHI. Since 2014, we find a linear growth
in the number of papers substantially about LGBTQ+ people and
an exponential increase in the number of mentions. Research about
LGBTQ+ people tends to center experiences of being politicized,
outside the norm, stigmatized, or highly vulnerable. LGBTQ+ peo-
ple are typically mentioned as a marginalized group or an area of
future research. We identify gaps and opportunities for (1) research
about and (2) the discussion of LGBTQ+ in HCI and provide a
dataset to facilitate future Queer HCI research.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in collab-
orative and social computing; • Social and professional topics
→ Sexual orientation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer (LGBTQ+) people
have received increased attention within the Human-Computer
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Interaction (HCI) research community as a part of the third-wave
HCI paradigm [110]. This research attention parallels an expansion
of LGBTQ+ people’s civil rights over the past two decades, such as
legalization of same-gender marriage by dozens of countries world-
wide. At the same time, LGBTQ+ people still experience significant
marginalization and legal discrimination.1 Not only are LGBTQ+
people marginalized in society, but they can also be marginalized
by technology design, for example, Facebook’s "real name" policy
harms LGBTQ+ people who use different names than those listed
on government documents [98].

In recent years, "Queer HCI" has emerged as a loose contingent
of HCI researchers. Prior Special Interest Groups (SIGs) at the ACM
CHI conference in 2019 [199], 2020 [53], and 2021 [51] have defined
Queer HCI as roughly composed of three overlapping groups: (1)
queer researchers regardless of what they research, (2) those re-
searching queer people, and (3) those leveraging queer theory (e.g.,
playful or subversive interaction design [141]). This paper focuses
on one aspect of Queer HCI: research about LGBTQ+ people. Prior
Queer HCI SIGs noted that there is "much ground to be covered" in
research on queer populations [51, 53] and that "prior studies have
largely focused on gay men ... while the queer community is, in
fact, a highly diverse and heterogenous group" [199]. Despite these
observations, there has been neither a review of research involving
LGBTQ+ people nor an examination of how this work has evolved.
Furthermore, there has not been an examination of how HCI re-
searchers broadly represent and discuss LGBTQ+ people. We set
out to explore this topic, asking the following research questions:
RQ1: How have LGBTQ+ people been researched in HCI?
RQ2: How have LGBTQ+ people been discussed in HCI?
RQ3: How has the research about and the discussion of LGBTQ+

people in HCI changed over time?
RQ1 seeks to understand research involving the experiences of
LGBTQ+ people. To understand "LGBTQ+ people in HCI" as a par-
ticular subject in our discipline, we must consider not only research
ostensibly "about" queer people but also the way HCI researchers
generally talk about queer people. Therefore, RQ2 focuses on un-
derstanding how LGBTQ+ people are discussed in HCI research
more generally, such as how research frames LGBTQ+ identities or
rights. Finally, RQ3 addresses the temporal nature of this inquiry,
looking at HCI research involving LGBTQ+ people over time while

1https://www.cfr.org/article/changing-landscape-global-lgbtq-rights
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acknowledging that HCI research is situated in particular times and
places [104].

To address these questions, we reviewed 1148 HCI publications
from the ACM publication venues of TOCHI, CHI, DIS, and CSCW
containing keywords related to LGBTQ+ identity from the incep-
tion of these venues through 2022. Organizing this corpus was a
two-step process. First, we inductively developed a codebook that
characterizes the degree to which a paper relates to LGBTQ+ people,
partitioning our corpus into four subsets. Second, we analyzed these
subsets using analyses derived from a Grounded Theory Literature
Review (GTLR) approach [222]. We identified five genres of HCI
research related to queer people. Research about LGBTQ+ people
in HCI tends to center experiences of LGBTQ+ identities and/or
rights being politicized, outside the norm, stigmatized, or highly
vulnerable. Additionally, we observe a small, but growing genre, of
LGBTQ+ community-centered research and that HCI researchers
are increasingly discussing LGBTQ+ people as a marginalized group
and an area for future research. In our discussion, we present sev-
eral provocations for the Queer HCI community and implications
for the broader HCI community.

This paper makes the following contributions:

• Methodology: An approach for analyzing how a group of
people or a topic is discussed in HCI at scale.

• Data Set:We present a public dataset of 1,148 HCI papers
that discuss LGBTQ+ people, and invite other researchers to
review, question, and queer our findings. 2

• Analysis of LGBTQ+ People in HCI:We present a time-
line of notable moments in Queer HCI from 1997-2022, and
observations of trends in HCI researchers’ discussion and
study of LGBTQ+ people and issues over 26 years.

• Recommendations: We provide a series of provocations
and recommendations to the HCI community about how to
(1) discuss LGBTQ+ people or issues and, (2) do research
with LGBTQ+ people.

We present the paper as follows: First, we briefly discuss lan-
guage and some background on Queer HCI research. We then dis-
cuss our methodology. Next, we provide research context for Queer
HCI in the form of a timeline and brief explanation of key data
points. We then share our observations of how HCI researchers
generally discuss queer people and identify five genres of queer-
focused HCI research. Finally, we offer a discussion in the form of
provocations for Queer HCI and recommendations for the broader
HCI community.

2 BACKGROUND & A NOTE ON LANGUAGE
For the purposes of this paper, "queer" is an umbrella term for peo-
ple who are not cisgender — meaning identifying as the gender
assigned at birth — and/or heterosexual. As a reclaimed slur, queer
has problematic connotations for some, but for others, it is a rally-
ing cry [125]. Some people subsumed under this umbrella, such as
trans people, may not identify as "queer" despite the academic com-
munity labeling them as such. Like most things involving gender
and sexuality, queerness is messy [99].

2https://github.com/jtaylor351/queer_hci_slr

While gay, lesbian, or bisexual identities may come to mind when
thinking about queer people, these are far from the only experi-
ences captured by the umbrella "queer" or the acronym "LGBTQ+."
"Queer" can include gay men, lesbian women, bi- and pan-sexual
people, those with fluid sexualities, and people who experience no
sexual (asexual) or romantic (aromantic) attraction, or take time to
become attracted to people (gray-ace or demisexual people). Sim-
ilarly, myriad gender experiences and expressions are captured
under the label "queer" that go beyond the "transgender" repre-
sented in LGBTQ+. One could be non-binary, agender, trans masc,
or trans femme. One may use the label transgender or use terms
like MTF or FTM.3 Moreover, indigenous understandings of gender
exist outside western classification schemes, such as hijra people
in South Asia or two-spirit people in North America. These lists
of sexualities and genders are not exhaustive, and there may be
intersections between them. For instance, non-binary lesbians and
asexual people have identities that reach across multiple different
minority genders and sexualities within the label of "queer." The
language used to describe gender and sexual orientations changes
over time. In fact, as Foucault notes, the notion that one even has a
sexual orientation is a relatively recent phenomenon [75].

Defining queerness was also fraught at the Queer HCI SIGs, a
conundrum emerging as two proposed SIGs - one on queer theory
and one on queer people were asked to merge.4 This resulted in
several definitions of queerness and queer identity being included
throughout the margins of the 2019 SIG’s extended abstract [199].
Even while writing this paper, the queer people on our research
team disagreed on terminology owing to our positionalities and
backgrounds, such as generational differences as the research team
includes Gen-Z, Millennial, and Gen X members. We do not seek to
provide guidance or settle this naming issue, nor do we believe one
can or should. As a result of this linguistic unsettledness, through-
out our workwe refer to LGBTQ+ people using the terms referenced
in the paper under discussion (e.g., LGBTQ+, LGBT, queer, gender
& sexual minority) while using more specific language to describe
research about particular sub-population in the queer community
(e.g., transgender, non-binary, bisexual). In our discussion and in-
troduction, we use LGBTQ+ and queer interchangeably.

While the Queer HCI SIGs make clear that the Queer HCI com-
munity is composed of those who study queer people and leverage
queer theory, as well as researchers who happen to be queer [199],
in this work we focus specifically on understanding representa-
tions of LGBTQ+ People in HCI research. To fully understand these
representations, we study all mentions of LGBTQ+ people in our
chosen HCI venues, ranging from passing comments to research
exclusively about LGBTQ+ people, placing them in a historical
context. In the next section, we detail our methodology.

3 METHODS
Our review focuses on HCI scholarship that was (1) published
through 2022, (2) published at the most related SIGCHI venues,
3Male-to-Female; Female-to-Male
4We know this because several authors have been involved in Queer HCI events.
Throughout the paper, we note moments where we use our situated knowledge to
provide important context to our findings, particularly on issues of chronology and
contextual historical events in Queer HCI research and world events, such as this
comment. In this case, the fourth author was involved in the planning of one of these
original Queer HCI SIGs.
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Figure 1: PRISMA Informed Process Flow demonstrating how we searched for, screened, and selected for inclusion the papers
in our corpus.

queer aromantic gender non*
lgbt* sex with men agender
glbt sex with women gender fluid

lesbian women loving women genderqueer
gay men loving men gender minority

bisexual sexual minority transgender
pansexual hijra two-spirit
asexual intersex non-binary

Table 1: Terms used to search the ACM Digital Library

and (3) archived in the ACM Digital Library (DL). To construct
our corpus, we followed a PRISMA-informed approach5 to identify,
screen, and include articles as this approach is helpful for planning
a large literature review [188]. To further organize the corpus, we
inductively developed a codebook to describe the degree to which
a paper concerns LGBTQ+ people and proceeded to code the entire
corpus. We used this codebook to partition our data into four sub-
sets. Afterwards, we conducted a grounded theory literature review
(GTLR) inspired analysis [222] to explore patterns in how LGBTQ+
people are discussed in HCI research, which we detail below.

3.1 Identification
To identify relevant papers, we adopted a PRISMA-informed ap-
proach [188]. We collectively developed a set of search terms in-
formed by our wide-ranging experiences as LGBTQ+ people and
generalized knowledge of research about LGBTQ+ people in HCI.
The research team initially met on Zoom and brainstormed a list
of search terms drawn from our collective experiences as queer
5The PRISMA allowed us to create a diagram demonstrating the research journey from
development of search terms to final papers included in the review corpus [188].

people. We then searched the entire ACM Digital Library for sub-
missions containing our initial search terms. In order to identify
additional search terms, we reviewed a subset of these papers (505
total) whose titles and abstracts clearly indicated they were about
LGBTQ+ people or identities. This review resulted in the addition of
10 terms that covered other ways that researchers described queer
people (e.g., "women loving women") and populations we initially
overlooked (e.g., "hijra"). Table 1 shows the final set of search terms.

We searched the ACM DL for all SIGCHI publications through
2022 using our final set of terms. Given the emerging nature of
this area of scholarship, we elected to include pieces published as
extended abstracts, such as panels or workshop proposals, as these
often reflect evolving practices and norms of the HCI community.
We then decided to narrow our inclusion criteria further by lim-
iting our analysis to a subset of venues where queer topics most
commonly appear. To select these venues, we calculated the total
number of publications at each venue containing our search terms.
We then selected the top three: Computer-Human Interaction (CHI),
Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW), 6 and Designing
Interactive Systems (DIS). We also decided to include the ACM
Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction (TOCHI) journal in
our study because papers submitted to this journal can be presented
at any of these conferences, although we note this is not always
the case. The number of publications across each venue containing
our search terms totaled 1,148.

3.2 Data Screening
Next, we manually examined all publications to verify their rele-
vance to LGBTQ+ people, again drawing on a PRISMA-informed
6CSCW changed its publication format in 2021, and as a result shows up as multiple
venues in the ACM Digital Library. We aggregated CSCW publications into one venue
in our analysis.
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Venue Number
of Papers Timeframe Year Venue

Founded
CHI 535 1986 - 2022 1981

CSCW 386 2002 - 2022 1986
DIS 62 2006 - 2022 1995

TOCHI 38 1999- 2022 1994
Entire
Dataset 1021 1986 - 2022 –

Table 2: Papers in our corpus by venue

approach [188]. We excluded papers that used search terms in non-
applicable ways. For example, some uses of "non-binary" referred to
numeric rather than queer concepts like the gender binary or non-
binary people (n=37), and some search terms matched a person’s
name (n=71).

We also screened papers that used queer theory or queering as a
methodology but otherwise had no direct relation to queer people
(n=18). "Queering" as a method emerges out of queer theory and
describes the analytic practice of subverting what is "normative."7
However, while queering is a common method in queer literature
[185], it is not always directly connected to queer people and their
experiences. For example, one paper looked at queering input de-
vices by placing a computer mouse in a person’s underwear [108].8
We removed these papers from our corpus when they did not also
address LGBTQ+ experiences. Work on queer theory or queering
as a method warrants an in-depth analysis that is beyond the scope
of this paper but will be important to address in future work. In
total, we excluded 127 papers during this phase. After screening,
we had 1021 papers in our corpus for analysis (Table 2).

3.3 Data Organization
We inductively developed a codebook to organize the papers in
our corpus. Per our research questions, we sought to differentiate
between research about LGBTQ+ people (RQ1) and research merely
discussing LGBTQ+ people (RQ2). As we will describe below, this
proved to be more complex than a simple binary. To build our code-
book, we selected a subset of publications from our corpus (n=100)
and closely read each with an eye toward how the scholarship
engaged LGBTQ+ people and issues. The research team initially
split into separate groups of 2-3 (the first three authors and two
research assistants) to code papers based on "whether they included
queer people or not" (yes, no, maybe). For example, papers that
mentioned "transgender" would be considered an explicit mention.
Whereas papers that discussed "gender bias" without referring to
a queer gender identity category would be coded as "maybe" as
it would require a careful reading to determine it’s inclusion in
the corpus. We then met to discuss similarities and disagreements,
which helped us identify different ways that scholarship includes
LGBTQ+ people.

Iterating through this initial subset surfaced important considera-
tions for analyzing the corpus. We found that the inclusion of queer
people ranges on a spectrum rather than the binary we initially
7Queering as a method has notable overlap with the more familiar concept in HCI of
infrastructural inversion [24].
8Here we make an obligatory reference to Susan Sontag’s Notes on Camp [195].

anticipated. For example, a late-breaking work on AR/VR identified
a unique case study for further research on non-binary embodiment
[76]. This work did not fully include LGBTQ+ people initially but
developed into a deep investigation based on Freeman and various
colleagues’ continued work, which eventually centered LGBTQ+
people [77–79]. Our final annotation scheme9 is summarized below:

• 4 - Exclusively Involves: Paper was explicitly or solely
about LGBTQ+ people (either in participant representation
or discussion)

• 3 - Significantly Involves: Paper significantly discusses
queer issues or has a significant number of queer participants
but does not necessarily center them (e.g., queer issues are
one of multiple cases in the paper).

• 2 - Discusses: Paper frames or addresses LGBTQ+ people
or issues, but it is not a primary part of the paper (e.g., paper
briefly discusses LGBTQ+ people as impacted by topic of
study).

• 1 - BrieflyMentions: Papermentions LGBTQ+ people/issues
but would not meet the criteria for other codes (e.g., partici-
pant demographics).

Once our codebook was finalized, the first three authors and a re-
search assistant individually coded the corpus in pairs. We achieved
a high inter-rater reliability weighted mean 𝜅 of 0.88 [142], indi-
cating strong agreement. This coding took place in independent
sessions of about two hours each week over the course of three
months. We then held a series of working meetings, usually lasting
upwards of 4 hours a session, to reflect on places of high agree-
ment, discuss disagreements, and settle on a final code for each
paper. These meetings were also instrumental to our qualitative
analysis of the corpus. We noted that our scoring was shaped by
our subjectivities, such as when a lesbian team member noted the
word ’lesbian’ being included in a list of words associated with
pornography in a paper, thus scoring the paper a 2 compared to
a counterpart who marked it a 1. These sorts of disagreements
were productive and helped refine our understandings. These meet-
ings also surfaced conversations that served as early development
of genres of the work, such as a pattern of framing queerness as
controversial, which we discuss in Section 5 [149].

3.4 Data Analysis
After organizing the entire corpus, we proceeded with analysis
on three fronts: temporal, quantitative, and qualitative. Firstly, we
conducted a descriptive quantitative analysis to identify publishing
patterns over time. Getting counts of each coded group (1-4) allowed
us to get counts of different LGBTQ+ identities more easily. We
produced an early series of tables and visualizations to generate
insights and identify patterns. For example, we plotted the corpus
subdivided by our codes (1-4) temporally, which allowed us to
identify notable milestones in Queer HCI scholarship. Developing
this chronology provided clarity on the development of Queer HCI
and how researchers shifted in the ways they describe queer people
in passing or reference.

Next, we conducted a qualitative analysis of our corpus, informed
by grounded theory literature review (GTLR) [222]. For this analysis,
9For more information about examples and non-examples for each code, please see
Appendix A.
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Code for How a
Paper Discusses
Queer People

Code Definition Number of
Papers

First Publication
Year

Exclusively
Involves (4)

Explicitly or solely about LGBTQ+ people in
participant representation or discussion 73 2014

Significantly
Involves (3)

Significantly discusses queer issues or has a
significant number of queer participants but does
not necessarily center them (e.g., queer issues are

one of multiple cases in the paper)

108 1998

Discusses (2)

Frames or addresses LGBTQ+ people or issues,
but it is not a primary part of the paper (e.g.,
paper briefly discusses LGBTQ+ people as

impacted by topic of study)

450 1997

Briefly Mentions
(1)

Mentions LGBTQ+ people/issues but would not
meet the criteria for other codes (e.g., participant

demographics)
390 1999

Table 3: Description of the final codes assigned to the papers in our dataset

we wanted to distinguish between Queer HCI scholarship (which
we define as research specifically about or significantly involving
LGBTQ+ people) and how LGBTQ+ people and experiences are
represented inHCI broadly. Accordingly, our analysis for Queer HCI
scholarship was based on papers coded as "4 - Exclusively Involves"
or "3 - Significantly Involves." Our analysis of HCI scholarship
generally was based on papers coded as "2 - Discusses" or "1 -
Briefly Mentions."

We took an analytical approach to the papers we read. General
HCI scholarship about LGBTQ+ people (n=840), examined how
LGBTQ+ people were included. While classifying these papers
based on the degree to which they discussed LGBTQ+ people, we
also took notes on each paper in a shared spreadsheet. We then
used these notes from our first pass to bucket these papers into
four general and intentionally broad observations over time. We
noted how the language HCI researchers use to discuss gender has
shifted over time, and how a lack of inclusion of LGBTQ+ people in
research increased as this language shifted to be more inclusive of
varying gender expressions. We additionally noted how research
would often talk about how LGBTQ+ people are marginalized along
with other groups of historically marginalized communities (e.g.,
People of Color, women, etc.), and how there was a period in the
earlier part of our corpus where researchers often framed LGBTQ+
identities as undesirable or politically controversial.

Meanwhile, our analysis of research "3 - significantly" or "4 -
exclusively" about LGBTQ+ people (181 papers) takes inspiration
from DiSalvo et al.’s description of "research genres" [57]. They
describe genres as "emergent clusters of research that draw from
similar sources, share a general problem formulation, and have sim-
ilar ideas of how to approach solving those problems" [57]. Here,
we define genres as shared formulations or patterns in how schol-
arship engages queerness. To develop our genres, we organized a
series of meetings where we engaged in extensive affinity diagram-
ming, identifying shared properties around which papers could

be clustered. These meetings (along with their debates) generated
extensive notes and visual organizations of the corpus and served
as a discursive function to elicit the genres we share in our findings.

3.5 Researcher Positionality
Our research team is an inter-generational group of scholars (Gen
X - Gen Z) and includes people who identify as gay, lesbian and
bisexual. All authors identify as East Asian, Southeast Asian, or
white, and we are all located at universities in the United States
of America. Our positionalities invariably shape our analysis of
queerness and queer identities through a western, academic lens.
Moreover, we are speaking from positions of privilege as scholars
who can openly speak about our queerness, research about LGBTQ+
people, and foreground queer issues in our field. We hope that
this literature review will highlight the gaps in who is and is not
accounted for within Queer HCI, which speaks to the gaps of who is
and is not included in HCI research broadly. The first three authors
of this work wrote the majority of this paper together over the
course of two years, each contributing equally.

4 GROWTH IN LGBTQ+ REPRESENTATION: A
BRIEF TIMELINE OF QUEERNESS IN HCI

The representation of and research about LGBTQ+ people in HCI
started slowly. Fifteen years after SIGCHI was founded in 1982,
Muller et al.’s 1997 CHI publication "Toward an HCI Research and
Practice Agenda Based on Human Needs and Social Responsibility"
[154] included the first mention of LGBTQ+ people in our corpus. In
the paper, the authors advocate for the importance of empowering
marginalized communities in research and design. We found three
other publications mentioning LGBTQ+ people in the late 1990s
[19, 204, 220]. However, it was not until 2005 that an empirical
paper specifically mentioned having LGBTQ+ participants: a gay
couple was included in a paper on technology use while relocating
[190]. It was not until 2014, 32 years after SIGCHI’s inception, that
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Figure 2: A Timeline of Key Events and Inclusions in HCI

Figure 3: Number of papers in our corpus referencing queer people in each year from 1997 to 2022

the first papers "4 - exclusively" about queer people in our corpus
were published [94, 112].

Research "4 - exclusively" about queer people in HCI has grown
extensively in recent years (Fig. 3). This growth is punctuated by a
series of notable events, which we present here chronologically (Fig.

2). The first paper centering the experiences of queer men10 was
published at CHI in 2014 [94]. The first paper to center the experi-
ences of transgender people was published at CSCW in 2015 [92],

10Here we are using queer men to capture the experiences of gay and bisexual men,
and men who have sex with other men (MSM).
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with the first paper to focus exclusively on the experiences of trans-
feminine people11 published in 2022 [50]. The first paper to center
the experiences of non-binary people was published at CHI in 2018
[118]. The first paper to center the experiences of bisexual12 people
was published at CHI in 2020 [213]. Also in 2020, at CSCW, the
first paper on the experiences of queer people living in the Global
South was published: Nova et al.’s study of how Hijra in Bangladesh
navigate social media ecosystems [158]. The first papers about the
experiences of sexual minority women13 was published at CHI in
2022 [45, 46]. That same year, the first paper centering relationship
dynamics beyond monogamy, which explored the breakup of a
polyamorous queer couple, was published at DIS [128].

Considering these texts’ intellectual and broader socio-political
contexts, we approached the findings below with a historicist sen-
sibility [193]. When relevant and available, we share this context.
While sometimes critical, the goal of this review is not necessarily
to critique. We do not—and should not—judge decades-old research
by best-practices at the time of our writing in 2023. The earliest
paradigm of HCI research emphasized human factors and engi-
neering, with the second shifting towards cognitive approaches
to HCI. Therefore, it may be unsurprising that the first papers "4
- exclusively" about queer people were not published until 2014,
following the rise of viewing HCI and technology as relational in
the third-paradigm. This paradigm prioritized examining values
brought into design and situating the user [110]. These paradigms
shape HCI research. What gets published is tied to funding struc-
tures and review processes in the field. In comparing HCI to other
fields, we find it prudent to note HCI lags behind other academic
communities in contemporaneous understandings of gender and
sexuality (e.g., the gender binary was questioned in feminist studies
[30] and anthropology [131, 156] since at least the late 1980s). Ad-
ditionally, media scholars have studied queer online communities
decades prior to HCI [32, 41, 86]. What this tells us is that HCI’s
gaze on queer folks is predicated upon what the current intellectual
interests of the field highlights in terms of theories and conceptual-
izations of HCI. As other scholars have noted, our field has a history
of disjointed appropriation of theory, particularly as it moved into
the third paradigm [62, 186].

5 HOWHCI DISCUSSES LGBTQ+ PEOPLE
Here, we present trends identified in HCI research "2 - discussing"
or "1 - briefly mentioning" LGBTQ+ people from 1997 to 2022. We
present this section before our analysis of papers "3 - significantly"
or "4 - exclusively" about LGBTQ+ people because these discussions
predate and contextualize subsequent research about queer people.
By looking at how queer people are discussed in research that is not
about queer people — over a period of rapid societal changes around
LGBTQ+ acceptance and civil rights — we seek to understand how

11Participants described their identities as "binary trans women, transfeminine nonbi-
nary, nonbinary trans women and transfeminine" [50].
12Walker and DeVito’s [213] paper discusses the experiences of people who are at-
tracted to more than one, or any, gender expression. This includes, but is not limited
to, bisexuality, pansexuality and omnisexuality.
13Here we are using sexual minority women to capture the experiences of lesbians
and bisexual women, as well as those who fall under the term sexual minority women.
Note, while many trans women may also identify as lesbian or bisexual, not all trans
women are sexual minority women.

LGBTQ+ people are generally represented in HCI research (RQ2)
and how this representation developed over time (RQ3).

5.1 Shifting Participant Demographics
Papers that "1 - briefly mention" LGBTQ+ people were most often
included in the corpus because they reported some kind of demo-
graphic information. Most prevalent were instances of researchers
reporting – at times problematically – participants not categorized
in the male/female binary.

While early papers in our corpus assumed a male/female bi-
nary, researchers are increasingly reporting a third category of
gender alongside the "male" and "female" participant counts, such
as "non-binary," "non-binary/third gender," "other," or "genderqueer."
Indicative of the growing awareness of non-binary gender identities
in HCI, we found multiple papers published in the 2020s reporting
the absence of non-binary participants in their demographic data
(e.g., "non-binary: 0"). This is possibly due to Queer HCI research on
gender published in the late 2010s [118, 180, 197]. We also noticed
a shift away from "male, female, non-binary" trinaries back toward
a binary scheme: "male" and "not male." These papers often worked
within research contexts that are embodied (e.g., menstruation) or
highlight how society is gendered in a binary fashion (e.g., papers
about sexism). A handful of papers tried to avoid imposing clas-
sification schemes altogether by allowing participants to describe
their gender in their own words. Additionally, we note that specific
gender schemes are sometimes reproduced through standardized
surveys that research labs reuse in different publications, suggesting
specific gender schemes may be sticky once chosen.

While these attempts to be more inclusive are promising, we
noticed a number of common missteps, such as reporting some
participants as an "other", which can be Othering. Some works
excluded transgender and/or gender non-conforming participants
from the "male" and "female" counts, reporting demographic data
such as: 20 male, 15 female, and 1 transgender. This gender scheme
marginalizes binary transgender people by reporting them as a
separate from "male" or "female." Broadly, we find researchers at-
tempting to be more inclusive in how they discuss gender but, at
times, making mistakes. For a more systematic analysis of how gen-
der is reported in HCI over time, we direct readers to Offenwanger
and colleagues’ systematic review of the topic [161].

5.2 Queerness as Political and/or "Bad"
In the earlier papers in our corpus, researchers often "2 - discuss"
LGBTQ+ identities or rights as socially undesirable or as a con-
troversial political topic. These papers are products of their time
– the late 1990s - mid 2010s. Many were written in U.S. contexts
amid dramatic shifts in LGBTQ+ civil rights and societal acceptance
of LGBTQ+ people, culminating in the 2015 legalization of "same-
sex marriage" [228]. This historical context is important given the
uptick, at the time of our writing, in both homophobic and trans-
phobic political rhetoric in the U.S. and elsewhere.

Some papers discuss being queer as undesirable or controversial.
For example, two early Human-AI Interaction papers motivated
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their projects by referencing a man’s "gay panic" over TiVo14 think-
ing he was gay [149, 169]. Fear of being seen as gay frames LGBTQ+
identity as undesirable, as does other work discussing participants
being falsely outed on social media [145, 221, 226]. Several papers
also discussed how the word "gay" was often used as a pejorative
[136, 174, 214]. While attitudes may be different at the time of our
writing, our findings suggest that the 2000s and early 2010s may not
have been a particularly gay-friendly or accepting period, which
shaped how HCI researchers discussed queerness.15

Papers also discussed gay civil rights issues, such as marriage,
parenting, and serving in the military [55, 71, 88, 90, 127, 130, 187].
Setting the context for these works, overwhelmingly based in U.S.
research institutions, is essential. Coupled with shared geography
was growing interest and opportunity in social computing to study
people in situ and in real-time, using social media data. Burgeoning
CSCW research used quantitative methods to examine and test
social theories and phenomena at scale, from leveraging tweets
for measuring positive/negative affect based on seasonality [84]
to pulling Yelp reviews to identify linguistic structures in online
sentiment [121]. Social computing research capitalized on the newly
available APIs to scale research with social data, thus exposing
queer issues and events to the purview of CSCW scholars.

Early work on the 2016 U.S. Presidential Election mentioned
LGBTQ+ rights as a contentious issue, following the advancement
of marriage equality and the repeal of both the U.S. Defense of
Marriage Act16 and the U.S. Military’s Don’t Ask Don’t Tell pol-
icy17 during the Obama administration between 2008 and 2016
[132, 216]. This is part of a broader trend we observe of growing
attention paid to online political discourse, with LGBTQ+ rights
being one of the topics of debate [39, 42, 111, 224]. Likewise, some
research mentioned LGBTQ+ rights in the context of fake news [82]
or censorship of materials discussing LGBTQ+ identities by librari-
ans [113] or governments [21] on political grounds. These works
speak to the ways queer people are seen as immoral and, therefore,
silenced by government internet filters [21] and librarians filter-
ing our "sensitive or controversial" book topics from homophobic
publics [113]. We found two papers describing LGBTQ+ Wikipedia
articles as controversial [114, 134] and another two mentioning
LGBTQ+ topics in the context of political ads on Facebook [33, 147].
In one of these papers, the authors discuss both LGBTQ+ and vet-
eran communities gathering advertisements mistakenly removed
by Facebook because they were election-related, which was used
to motivate an ad audit [147]. These papers are born of a research
context that allowed a particular kind of examination, and reflect
a social context where queer existence is viewed as an inherently
political topic of debate that wanes in and out of centrality.

14TiVo was a 2000s television recording device that used a recommendation algorithm
to preemptively record videos a user may like.
15The members of the writing team who survived the middle and high school in the
late 1990s and 2000s can confirm, it was an awful time to be gay.
16The Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA) was a federal law in the U.S. enacted in
1996 that banned federal recognition of same-sex marriage through the limitation
of marriage to one man and one woman. It provided states the ability to refuse to
recognize same-sex marriages performed in other states.
17Instituted in 1996, this policy prohibited U.S. Military personnel from discriminating
against or harassing closeted or not-publicly out homosexual or bisexual service
members. It also barred openly gay, lesbian, or bisexual people from military service.

5.3 Emphasizing Queer Marginalization
As papers discussing queer rights as controversial decreased around
2016, HCI research started to present LGBTQ+ people as marginal-
ized and, therefore, needing inclusion or support in HCI research.
We find that noting the marginalization of queer people increas-
ingly served as a way to motivate HCI research. Put another way,
discrimination toward LGBTQ+ people became rhetorically useful
for HCI researchers. We see this in how instances of algorithmic
discrimination toward LGBTQ+ people are often used to motivate
algorithmic fairness research. Some case studies we saw frequently
cited included (1) a 2011 report [9] on the Android app store rec-
ommending Grindr18 alongside an app for finding sex offenders
[63, 101] and (2) a crowd audit undertaken by LGBTQ+ YouTubers
to detect algorithmic bias [36, 54].

These papers discuss LGBTQ+ marginalization in various con-
texts, foreshadowing common themes that would later take center
stage in Queer HCI research. Some research on marginalization
looks at how queerness breaks down normative assumptions about
users embedded in the design of technology [25, 72], such as re-
search on online identity management [70, 160] and gender es-
sentialism in the design of menstrual technology [14]. Research
also discusses the marginalization of LGBTQ+ people in everyday
life, such as police brutality [206] and intimate partner violence
[207]; or in particular cultural contexts, such as in the Arab World
[5, 6]. Others emphasized that LGBTQ+ youth are a particularly
marginalized group [12, 13, 119, 129, 153]. We also saw HCI re-
searchers increasingly discussing queer people in conjunction with
other axes of marginalization, such as work on street harassment
describing LGBTQ+ people as a "traditionally marginalized" group
[56]. Authors also frequently mention LGBTQ+ marginalization in
long lists of other axes of marginalization (e.g., gender, class, ability,
race), framing these groups as "historically marginalized popula-
tions" [170], "non-dominant groups" [109], or "vulnerable communi-
ties" [89]. This work speaks to growing discussion of "marginalized
people" in HCI, but in a manner that can be homogenizing.

5.4 Becoming a Limitation or Future Work
Due to the growing awareness of LGBTQ+ people as a marginalized
social group under-considered in technology design, we find HCI
researchers increasingly acknowledge that their research may not
have considered or apply to LGBTQ+ people. This became more
commonplace after 2016 and in particular research contexts. For ex-
ample, HCI research often gendered as masculine (e.g., boardgames
[117] or e-sports [139]) or feminine (e.g., fertility [43] or makeup
[138]) routinely describes the omission of LGBTQ+ people as a
limitation of their work. Some mentioned using — and having
to justify using — datasets or technologies that only include bi-
nary genders, such as voice technology [31, 194] and video-game-
character-creation tools [49, 120, 122]. A large body of research,
while acknowledging the limitations of their methods, used a bi-
nary gender measure to explore gender biases or inequity among
researchers themselves [35, 68] and in algorithmic [7, 17, 227]
and CSCW [64, 74, 212] systems. These researchers often included

18A dating app primarily used by queer men.
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thoughtful justifications for their binary gendering, such as identify-
ing gender biases in how people with eating disorders are described
[35].

Finally, several papers using survey data mentioned insufficient
LGBTQ+ participants to draw statistically significant inferences.
However, some still decided to go through the motions of analyz-
ing data with minuscule populations, such as a study with only
one non-binary participant. In contrast, Seberger et al. earnestly
explained their decision to exclude data from their two non-binary
respondents from their statistical analysis and, in response, called
for "greater attention to the development of methods that can be
effective for the inclusion of disproportionately smaller groups in
research on privacy and other areas of HCI" [184]. Sometimes, a
thoughtful limitation can be a meaningful call to action.

6 GENRES OF QUEER-FOCUSED HCI
RESEARCH

In this section, we describe five genres of research "3 - significantly"
or "4 - exclusively" about LGBTQ+ people.We find that this research
focuses on LGBTQ+ people as (1) political, (2) outside the norm, (3)
stigmatized, and (4) high-risk. We also identify a fifth, more nascent,
genre of community-centered research. Note, these genres are not
mutually exclusive.

6.1 Queer People as Political Subjects
Some research about queer people focuses on the controversial
and highly politicized nature of LGBTQ+ identity. The papers "3
- significantly" about LGBTQ+ people often rely on these aspects
of LGBTQ+ people as a case study for understanding social move-
ments by leveraging social APIs and data. Around the time gay
marriage was legalized in the U.S. in 2015, researchers used support
for gay marriage on social media — via Twitter discourse [229]
and adding an equals sign from the Human Rights Campaign to
Facebook profile pictures [201] — to study online social movements.
Subsequent research has explored similar topics but uses LGBTQ+
rights as one of several case studies. For example, to understand the
role of images in online activism, Cornet et al. studied Instagram
posts related to three social movements in the U.S.: Black Lives
Matter, Abortion Rights and LGBTQ+ Rights [40]. Others looked
at the relationship between the inferred U.S. political party affilia-
tion of Twitter users and discourse surrounding various political
issues, such as gay rights [135]. More recently, a paper explored
direct democracy platforms to support Taiwan legalizing same-sex
marriage [16]. In sum, fights for LGBTQ+ rights served as a useful
context for those interested in social movements.

In contrast to the research "3 - significantly" about LGBTQ+
people that chooses to study queer politicization a priori, research
"4 - exclusively" about LGBTQ+ people empirically encountered
the politicization of LGBTQ+ identities in the process of studying
other aspects of queer experiences. For example, in their study of
LGBT parents’ social media experiences, Blackwell et al. find LGBT
parents’ everyday social media posts were perceived as incidental
advocacy work for LGBT family rights during a period when these
rights were in flux [23]. Likewise, other research uncovers how
simply being visible online can be a form of advocacy and activism.
In examining the computer security and privacy experiences of

transgender people, Lerner et al., documented how transgender
people regularly returned to activism, political organizing, and
modeling – being visible – trans identity as a part of their everyday
social media use [137].

The genre of Queer HCI that frames LGBTQ+ people as contro-
versial or political subjects is unique in that the research within it
is often socially and historically situated, examining unique mo-
ments in time and advocacy for LGBTQ+ people’s rights. We mark
it distinct from research that frames LGBTQ+ people as vulnera-
ble or socially stigmatized as these papers examine the political
behavior of collectives in support of and by LGBTQ+ people (e.g.,
[137, 229]) while also acknowledging that LGBTQ+ identity is both
controversial and inherently political.

6.2 Queer People as Outside the Norm
HCI scholars have long critiqued technology researchers and de-
signers’ conception of the "user" [18], which can be seen in work on
embodiment [59, 202] and death [27].Within this tradition, research
on queer people often looks at how queerness breaks normative
assumptions regarding users embedded in the design of technolo-
gies. For instance, research on gender transition demonstrates that
the assumption that one has a single, immutable "real name" fails
to meet the needs of trans people who may wish to change their
name or display different names to different audiences on social
media [93]. Similarly, several studies on LGBTQ+ self-presentation
(e.g., [34, 52]) advocate for supporting selective visibility in design
because the assumed isomorphism between one-account and one-
self breaks down for those with heightened self-presentation needs.
Other work looks at how, even when designing for queer people,
normative assumptions about them can still misalign with queer
experiences. For instance, design features in queer location-based
dating apps assume that users will live in urban areas, failing to
account for rural users [106].

A subset of this work problematizing how technologists think
about people or users can be found in Queer HCI research on clas-
sification. This work builds on early HCI/CSCW research on the
failures of classification systems, such as Bowker & Star’s notions of
residuality (i.e., that which falls outside classification systems) and
torque (i.e., the feeling when individual biographies misalign with
classification system) [24]. This Queer HCI research often looks
specifically at how people and computers encode or classify gender,
such as work on how computing systems often enforce a gendered
binary [100, 124, 196]. While some of this work focuses on potential
ways computer vision [37] or speech processing algorithms [171]
may benefit transgender people, much of this work focuses on tech-
nological harms [181]. Similar inquiries have emerged around how
gendered webforms enforce uncomfortable binaries for non-binary
people [178] and how non-binary people in academic survey work
are often removed from datasets as ’noise’ [118]. These papers rec-
ommend the broader HCI community better encode gender into
technological artifacts. Recent work has also explored how HCI re-
searchers [182] and research participants [183] gender robots. This
work has been particularly influential in demonstrating the social
construction of classification systems in HCI research, entangled
with the growing emphasis on AI in HCI at the time of our writing
in 2023. While much of this work focuses on the harms of falling
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outside classification systems, there was less work on the benefits
of illegibility, such as avoiding detection.

6.3 Queer People as Stigmatized Subjects
This genre discusses the social stigma attached to being LGBTQ+
and how LGBTQ+ people manage their identities. Stigmatization is
related to but distinct from marginalization. While marginalization
refers to broader social structures, a stigma is an attribute that can
"spoil" one’s identity or is potentially discreditable in particular
social contexts [83]. Work in this genre emphasizes that because
queerness is stigmatized, LGBTQ+ people may be cautious of who
they come out to. Research in this genre speaks to longstanding
interests in disclosure among scholars of social computing (e.g.,
lying about oneself online [58, 211]) and privacy (e.g., the infamous
Alice and Bob metaphor [172]).

The first CHI paper to focus "4 - exclusively" on LGBTQ+ people
used Craigslist ads to predict HIV prevalence in cities around the
U.S. [94] and the first CSCW paper "4 - exclusively" on queer peo-
ple studied depression in TrevorSpace, an online community for
LGBTQ+ youth [112]. Both papers mentioned similar motivations
— using online communities to understand stigmatized populations
that are "hard-to-reach" [112]. These first studies were published
in 2014 amid a growth of research in the early-to-mid 2010s us-
ing newly available social media data for health monitoring [48].
Paralleling most research about queer people in our corpus, these
first works do not necessarily focus on queer experiences per se but
rather the ways queer people can fit into contemporaneous HCI
research interests.

Following these initial methodological papers, there is a sig-
nificant body of work focusing on LGBTQ+ identity management
across multiple venues of social computing [23, 34, 46, 52, 73, 85, 91–
93, 159, 165–167, 218, 219]. The first study, published in 2015, fo-
cused on how trans people disclosed their gender transition19 on
Facebook [92]. It emphasized that trans identity is not always so-
cially accepted and may introduce stress for trans people managing
that disclosure on online social platforms. Much of this identity
management research also focused on the experiences of transgen-
der people, such as self-presentation [93] on Facebook, disclosure
for crowdfunding gender-affirming healthcare [85], 20 and disclo-
sure of being transgender on dating apps [73]. More recently, re-
searchers explored the benefits and risks associated with online
trans visibility [50, 137, 166].

The first papers focusing on specific groups in the LGBTQ+
community often look at issues related to social stigma (e.g., the
first papers on the experiences of bi+ [213], hijra [158], and les-
bian/bisexual/sexual minority women [45, 46]). Rather than fo-
cusing on particular groups, some work has also studied the self-
presentation of LGBTQ+ people writ large across various social
computing contexts [34, 52]. Beyond managing the disclosure and
presentation of one’s LGBTQ+ identity, some work studied the
self-disclosure of other stigmatized identities or experiences in
LGBTQ+ peoples’ lives, such as disclosing stigmatized identities on

19Gender transition disclosures may include sharing that one has changed their name
or pronouns.
20Such as mastectomies/top surgeries for transgender men.

dating apps [73, 218, 219] or navigating pregnancy and disclosing
pregnancy loss on social media [10, 167].

Similar work focuses on the privacy concerns of LGBTQ+ people,
many of which were "3 - significantly" rather than "4 - exclusively"
about queer people [22, 26, 29, 67, 103, 115, 144, 146, 148, 192, 217,
225]. Some of this research involved privacy-conscious populations
that substantially overlap with LGBTQ+ people, such as fandom
members worrying about sexually explicit content being linked
to their offline identity [67] and people living with HIV who may
worry about status disclosure [29, 115, 146, 217]. Other privacy
studies incidentally encountered LGBTQ+ people, such as a study
on posts in an anonymous forum [22] and an ethnographic study
of privacy practices in Dhaka [103]. Meanwhile, others used queer
visibility [26, 148] or stories of being outed by technology [192, 225]
as case studies for exploring privacy issues. In a literature review
on privacy research with marginalized groups, LGBTQ+ people
were shown to be one of the most heavily researched populations
[176].

While the examples mentioned above meaningfully engage with
specific aspects of LGBTQ+ privacy concerns, other researchers 21

used LGBTQ+ privacy concerns as a case study in ways that do
not appear invested in the experiences of LGBTQ+ people. Some of
this work treated one’s LGBTQ+ status as an example of sensitive
information analogous to a secret national ID number. For instance,
in one work, the authors developed a classification model to iden-
tify LGBTQ+ people on social media as a case study for inferring
"sensitive personal information," paying little attention to potential
adverse consequences or the researchers’ positionality.

6.4 Queer People as Highly Vulnerable
An undertone in research on queer stigma or falling outside the
norm is the notion that queer people are highly vulnerable to tech-
nological harm and, in turn, deserve particular research attention.
However, queer people are not the only group discussed in this
way. We find queer people are often "3 - significantly" included
in research as one of multiple cases in research related to content
moderation and demonetization, online harm, and sexual violence.

One common "high-risk" group we found discussed alongside
and intersecting with queerness is women. Much of this research
looks at online harm. For example, a study of the online abuse
experiences and coping practices of women in India, Pakistan, and
Bangladesh deliberately sought to include LGBTQ+ women partic-
ipants [175]. Similarly, research exploring the experiences "Black
women and femmes" on social media details the experiences and im-
pacts of online harm while also attending to healing and joy [155].
This research acknowledges a distinct overlap between LGBTQ+
people and women’s experiences, deliberately seeking out these
experiences to ensure they are documented. Other research frames
LGBTQ+ people as a distinct group alongside women, facing unique
risks, such as research onwomen and LGBTQ+ people’s decisions to
participate in India’s #MeToo movement against sexual harassment
on social media [151], which finds, in contrast to cisgender het-
erosexual women, LGBTQ+ participants "fall through the cracks"
of sexual harassment laws. Similarly, Furlo et al. studied "dating

21We do not cite any papers in this paragraph because we do not want to "call out"
specific authors and for purposes of citational justice [133].
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app users identifying as LGBTQIA+ or women" because these com-
munities experience "disproportionate risk of sexual violence" [80].
Although not limited to women or LGBTQ+ people, Zytko et al.
deliberately recruited a large sample of LGBTQ+ participants to
study sexual consent on the app Tinder for similar reasons [230].

Queer people are also discussed in conjunctionwith other groups,
such as BIPOC people, in research on content moderation and, re-
latedly, algorithmic harm. The earliest work in this area looks at
both gender and sexuality biases in data annotation [163]. More
recently, in 2021, both Simpson & Semaan’s research on LGBTQ+
TikTok users [191] and Karizat et al.’s research on marginalized
TikTok users generally [123] explored how TikTok’s recommenda-
tion algorithms can privilege certain identity performances over
others. Another example of algorithmic harm is YouTube’s content
moderation algorithm, which was shown to demonetize the videos
of LGBTQ+ creators [8, 189], which are one of several groups, in-
cluding BIPOC and political conservatives, to disproportionately
have their online content removed [96]. Research into demone-
tization has also explored algorithmic audits by content creators
[189] and ways to introduce algorithmic transparency following
demonetization of user-generated content [65, 126].

Researchers differ in how they discuss LGBTQ+ people alongside
other marginalized groups. Some contend with the specific circum-
stances of LGBTQ+ people, such as how Vaccaro et al. conducted
separate participatory design workshops with BIPOC, LGBTQ+,
and artist social media users based on prior work suggesting these
groups are negatively impacted by content moderation decisions
[210]. Others homogenize queer people’s experiences with other
social groups into a vague category of "marginalized groups."

As a consequence of viewing LGBTQ+ people as a high-risk
"marginalized group," HCI researchers are increasingly interested
in supporting this community. Researchers are also beginning to
study how to do research with "marginalized people." Liang et al.
outline tensions conducting HCI research with marginalized people
by interviewing HCI scholars working in these contexts [140]. Next,
we explore at a body of research that examines queerness as it is
understood from the community’s perspective, addressing some of
the concerns raised by Liang et al. surrounding extractive research
engagements with marginalized groups.

6.5 Community-Centered Research
We identified works that detail researcher reflexivity explicitly com-
ing from queer communities and researchers themselves. Often,
these works engaged with gender and sexuality, whether as a focal
point or as issues entangled within a larger area of interest. Most
emblematic of queer-specific reflexivity are the reflections of the
Queer SIGs [51, 53], which we described earlier, negotiating what
it means to do queer research and be a queer researcher. Beyond a
collective reflection of Queer HCI, we see personal reflections spe-
cific to particular queer identities, such as non-binary experiences
of "casual violence" in the field [198]. These papers, SIGs, and ab-
stracts contour the burgeoning space of Queer HCI scholarship that
is community-centered or designed for and by queer communities.

Early works on exploring queer communities focused on inter-
sex (1998) [220] and genderqueer (2008) [116] online communities.
However, these early groups were not objects of study but rather a

means to explore other HCI concepts, such as interaction in virtual
worlds [116]. Following these initial encounters, early work on
queer community building centered on creating safe places. For
instance, Beirl et al. designed a mobile application to "improve safe
access to gendered toilets" [20], and Scheuerman et al. studied how
trans and non-binary people use technology to "find, create, and
navigate safe spaces" [177], both physically and virtually. More
recently Acena et al. extended conversations around the design
of LGBTQ+ safe places into the liminal space between virtual and
physical occupied by virtual reality [1].

In recent research, we found a shift toward emphasizing futur-
ing or designing with queer people intertwined with community
building, such as designing an online community by and for trans
people [95]. We also see an emphasis on creating queer futures
and narratives to push back against dominant understandings of
LGBTQ+ identity in research on transformative fandom [66] and
TikTok [191]. In 2022, Cui et al. [46] explored relationship and com-
munity building of sexual minority women (SMW) in China on
location-based SMW dating apps. Similarly, Hardy and Lindtner
[106] detailed how rural gay, bisexual, and queer men use queer
location-based apps to construct communities. However, some-
times community building can be fraught, as research into the
intra-community marginalization of bi+ people in LGBTQ+ online
spaces demonstrates [213]. Additionally, some recent scholars are
using participatory methods to design technologies with trans peo-
ple [3, 97] and rural LGBTQ+ communities [105, 107]. This genre
is growing but remains limited.

7 PROVOCATIONS FOR QUEER HCI
In this section, we provide three provocations for Queer HCI re-
searchers. We identify an opportunity for the field to be more
specific on the populations they study. We urge scholars to expand
their inquiry beyond forms of marginalization queer communities
face and to instead consider other aspects of queer life, such as
queer joy. Finally, we call on scholars to not simply use queer peo-
ple as a means to advance more general HCI ends. Rather, when
we study with groups like queer folks, we must also ensure our
research answers questions these communities need answered.

7.1 Can We Be (More) Specific?
We found a significant body of research about "LGBTQ+ people" but
comparatively less research on the particularities of certain popula-
tions. While queer people are all marginalized by heteronormative
axes of domination [38], the way this marginalization takes place
is situated [104] in the particular lived experiences of those with
different queer identities. This gets complicated as queer identities
cannot be thought of as mutually exclusive and tend to overlap in
various ways. For example, Spiel et al. point out: "Non-binary peo-
ple are rarely considered by technologies or technologists, and often
subsumed under binary trans experiences on the rare occasions
when [they] are discussed" [198]. Individual queer experiences may
shift over time as people come out, try on identities, discard them,
and find themselves anew.

There is very little HCI research on specific queer populations.We
found one paper centered on polyamorous queer people [128], one
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centered on bisexual people [213], and two centered on sexual mi-
nority women [45, 46]. Clearly, there is "much ground to be covered"
in research on queer populations [51, 53], and specificity in Queer
HCI research is a way we can be held accountable as a research com-
munity to cover this ground. Of course, this tension is not unique
to the Queer HCI community. Burrell & Toyama describe similar
tensions among Information and Communication Technologies for
Development researchers over how much to emphasize cultural
differences versus commonalities [28]. We encourage Queer HCI
researchers to reckon with differences and commonalities within
and across LGBTQ+ identities — which will require troubling the
categories of queer or LGBTQ+ people.

At the same time, we acknowledge that there can be politically
strategic reasons for simplifying how we sometimes discuss queer
people [47]. Advocating for particular policies (e.g., calling attention
to algorithmic discrimination [54]) may require presenting LGBTQ+
people as a unified, marginalized front. However, in making queer
people legible to outsiders, we must not lose sight of differences
within the queer community. We suggest that greater specificity
— a deeper understanding of highly particular, intersectional [44,
168] experiences — will help Queer HCI researchers embrace the
nuances of our community. In doing so, Queer HCI researchers can
center how communities understand themselves rather than how
queerness is understood by outsiders — decentering the dominant
to build a research agenda toward justice.

7.2 Must Our Research Always Be About
Trauma?

We found that a large body of research about LGBTQ+ people
focuses on social stigma, marginalization, and harm. This focus
centers LGBTQ+ experiences in relation to dominant social power
structures. For example, while coming out or identity disclosure
is a lifelong project for all queer people, it is only a small part of
LGBTQ+ people’s lives. Meanwhile, identity disclosure is one of the
must heavily studied aspects of queer people’s lives in HCI research.
By focusing so narrowly, this research perpetuates a narrative of
the "queer experience" as a trauma that we, as queer people, must
endure. This resembles recent critiques of trauma or deficit focused
research in BIPOC [205] or otherwise marginalized communities
[164]. Fortunately, we also found recent Queer HCI research begin-
ning to explore futuring and community building, but this research
direction is nascent. This leads us to the provocation: what would
research that studies the experiences of everyday LGBTQ+ life
look like? Can we study joy, sex, or pleasure? More broadly, what
would it look like to research how queer people understand them-
selves and experience the world (e.g., the everyday) rather than
how queer people are understood by others (e.g., as a marginalized
community)?

Our provocation to move beyond trauma should not be under-
stood as a naive or overly-optimistic proposal. We need only look
to our own experiences as queer researchers to know that LGBTQ+
people do experience social stigma and marginalization. These expe-
riences warrant continued research attention from the Queer HCI
community. However, we want to encourage additional research
about the broader scope of LGBTQ+ people’s lives beyond deficits,
echoing similar suggestions by assets-based design [223], ICT4D

[11], BIPOC [205] HCI researchers that members of marginalized
groups are more than their marginalization. We also acknowledge
that there is not one single "dominant" view to decenter but rather
many intersecting dominances. For instance, Walker & DeVito’s re-
search on power dynamics within the LGBTQ+ community focuses
on the particular ways bisexual people experience domination [213].
As Crenshaw reminds us, one of the limitations of identity politics
is that "it frequently conflates or ignores intragroup differences"
[44]. Furthermore, we recognize that Queer HCI research is contin-
gent, taking place in a system "not created for or by those who are
minoritized and marginalized" [69]. One may experience pressure
to hegemonically represent LGBTQ+ people because this is how
those who fund and review Queer HCI research view LGBTQ+ peo-
ple. Undermining the conventional, hegemonic views of LGBTQ+
people in HCI will not be easy, but we have hope. Queer people
have long been adept at troubling the status quo [141].

7.3 Means or Ends: Why Are We Studying Queer
People?

We should study queer people in HCI, but we must also be upfront
about what our objectives are. Building on critical theory [4], HCI
researchers are increasingly interrogating the value system of "use-
fulness" that persist in practices such as human-centered design
[143]. What’s the use of studying queer people in HCI? Across
Section 6, we detailed how aspects of queer experiences are use-
ful to certain types of HCI research. Breaking down categories is
useful for AI research. Coming out is useful for studying privacy
and online-self disclosure. The political nature of queer existence is
useful for studying online social movements. Across these instances
we find that HCI researchers are able to extract value from narrow
aspects of queer lives that fit within existing HCI research agendas.

Interrogating how HCI researchers use queer people — and to-
ward what ends — lies in interrogating whether queer people are a
research focus or an application area in HCI [57]? Here, we draw
from a distinction DiSalvo et al. made in their literature review of
sustainable HCI [57]. They found that while many works engage
with sustainability as their central research focus "with tools and
methods chosen or adapted as appropriate to address concerns
about sustainability" [57], some start with an interest in "partic-
ular tools and methods" and use sustainability as an "application
domain to test out those tools and methods." Similarly, some re-
search in our corpus centered on queer people as a research focus
(e.g., [34, 45, 97, 213]), while others used queer experiences [210] or
queer rights [229] as an application area to, for instance, understand
content moderation [210] or predict policy changes [229].

In research using queer people as an application area, we noted
reliance on aspects of queer experiences that are useful to HCI
researchers. Gay rights movements in the U.S. proved to be a useful
case for HCI researchers interested in online social movements.
The socio-political context motivating this work fit neatly into HCI
researchers’ contemporaneous interest in sensemaking through
social media. Both privacy [157] and social computing researchers
[58] have long been interested in studying self-disclosure and man-
aging secrets. In these works, queer people make for useful subjects
because they are assumed to have secret information to manage
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(i.e. coming out). These works make important theoretical contri-
butions to HCI in the various sub-fields outlined above. However,
the aspects of queer lives most useful to HCI researchers represent
only a small slice of queer experiences. We call for more Queer
HCI research studying what queer people care about in relation to
technology.

This problem is not unique to queer people in HCI. Our review
of Queer HCI also picks up other groups discussed as an applica-
tion area. Queer people are often just one of a group of nebulous
Others, lumped together for rhetorical purposes and justification of
research. The specificity and motivation of work discussing queer
people in conjunction with other groups varied. Some decided to
use queer people as a case population from the outset of their
research, such as Vaccaro et al.’s participatory design work on con-
tent moderation with LGBTQ+ people, BIPOC people, and artists
[210]. Meanwhile, queer people sometimes are discussed in con-
junction with other populations because of empirical research that
finds between-group similarities. For example, through an initial
survey, Haimson et al. [96] incidentally found that conservative,
transgender, and Black social media users experience dispropor-
tionate content moderation. Of these case study works, some, like
the aforementioned two examples [96, 210], thoughtfully discussed
similarities and differences between participant groups. In doing
so, these authors demonstrate how studying queer people as an ap-
plication area can still generate knowledge about queer people. On
the other hand, some discussed myriad marginalized populations
as single monolithic groups, subsuming diverse experiences into
an umbrella category of Others.

We encourage future research on particular populations in HCI
to interrogate and consider whether research about these groups
are about them or rather about aspects of these populations’ expe-
riences that are most useful to HCI researchers. One response may
be "refusing" such research, or carefully interrogating research to
ensure its use to "overstudied Others" [208]. We encourage those
researching queer people — or any other group — to critically reflect
on whether this population is the focus of their research or being
used as an application area to look at some other phenomena of
interest to HCI researchers. Based on our findings about the ways
queer people are used in HCI research, we further discuss the role
of technology in HCI research below.

8 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR BROADER HCI
While Queer HCI is clearly a part of the HCI community, in this sec-
tion we provide broader recommendations for any HCI researcher
engaging with or discussing queer people.

8.1 How to Discuss Queer People in Broader
HCI Research

HCI researchers have made significant improvements in how they
discuss gender. However, even researchers with the best intentions
may not always get it right. We encourage HCI researchers and
computing educators broadly to familiarize themselves with exist-
ing Queer HCI research related to collecting and reporting gender
(e.g., [118, 178, 197]). We cannot provide strict guidelines on dealing
with gender in HCI because every research context is different [104].
However, in qualitative research, we encourage researchers to let

participants self-identify their gender, possibly using an open-text
box. In quantitative research, we generally encourage authors to
use multi-option boxes (as described by [197]) and consider domain
and context (as described by [178]). Lastly, like Seberger et al. [184],
we call for future work on methods for working with small popula-
tions to prevent trans and non-binary people from being filtered
out of survey research related to gender [118].

HCI researchers often discuss LGBTQ+ civil rights in the context
of political debates or online polarization, reaching a peak around
the mid-2010s. However, an implicit assumption is embedded into
much of this work that "both sides" of debates over LGBTQ+ peo-
ple have merit, particularly in research on polarization that treats
"far-right" and "far-left" biases as equally undesirable. We do not
suggest that researchers should avoid studying LGBTQ+ civil rights.
However, we encourage researchers to acknowledge that research
is political and to take explicit political stances in favor of LGBTQ+
people, much like recent calls for data scientists to acknowledge
they are political actors [87]. This discussion is particularly salient
because, at the time of our writing in 2023, LGBTQ+ civil rights
are under attack, for instance, by politicians in the United States,22
the United Kingdom,23 and Uganda.24 Much like the calls for "ex-
plicit anti-racist actions" [162] in HCI, we call on HCI researchers
to stand up for LGBTQ+ civil rights, thus stripping the veneer of
"neutral objectivity" from HCI research. There is no room for "level-
headed" compromise. A "neutral" position on gay rights is not that
queer people can have a few rights "as a treat." In doing so, we call
for placing debates over LGBTQ+ civil rights beyond the Overton
window of "respectable" debate in HCI research.

8.2 On the Limitations of Limitations
In recent years, we found a dramatic rise in papers mentioning
LGBTQ+ people as a limitation or area for future work. It is heart-
ening that HCI researchers are beginning to recognize that their
particular research may not extend to all "humans." As scholars
like Suchman [202] and Dourish [59] remind us, HCI is always
situated within a particular time and place. Nevertheless, there are
limitations to the growing discussion of queer people in limita-
tion sections. A limitation section should not allow authors carte
blanche to ignore LGBTQ+ people or absolve authors from critique.
We encourage researchers to do research with LGBTQ+ people in
contexts where they are routinely relegated to limitations or future
work sections, such as the design of menstrual technology.

Similarly, we encourage authors to use limitations sections to
frankly consider the bounds of their research rather than pay lip
service to marginalized communities or evade criticism. In this
regard, Seberger et al.’s research is exemplary [184]. Rather than
performing a statistical analysis on a population of non-binary
people far too small to be significant in a gesture of performative
allyship — like some other papers in our corpus — the authors
decided not to run this analysis. Instead, they described this as a
limitation of their work.

While well intended, the issues we draw out with limitation sec-
tions contours a larger issue in HCI. When we write these sections

22https://www.aclu.org/legislative-attacks-on-lgbtq-rights-2024
23https://www.cnn.com/2022/07/17/uk/uk-conservative-leadership-trans-intl-gbr
24https://www.npr.org/2023/05/29/1178718092/uganda-anti-gay-law
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to pay lip service, the impact at best is to avoid critique and at worst
obfuscates bad scientific practices. Therefore, much like Erete et
al. condemn acts of "performative anti-racism" by HCI researchers
[69], we encourage HCI scholars to consider whether their discus-
sion of queer people in limitations or future work sections benefits
them or benefits the queer people in their study.

8.3 On the Limitations of Marginalization
Although the earliest mention of LGBTQ+ people discussed queer
people as a marginalized group, this was not widely acknowledged
in the HCI community until the late 2010s. We found LGBTQ+
marginalization is often used to rhetorically motivate research
alongside other paradigmatic marginalized groups. In doing so,
HCI researchers often discuss queer people — as well as members
of other marginalized populations — as a vague, interchangeable
Other, which may occlude the experiences of particular groups and
experiences at the intersections of these groups. HCI research tends
to assume all "marginalized people" are the same. Instead, what if
our null hypothesis was that all "marginalized people" are different
until proven otherwise?

Moreover, while LGBTQ+ people are certainly marginalized,
we caution HCI researchers against only viewing LGBTQ+ people
and Queer HCI research through this lens. Although much of the
early Queer HCI research focuses on stigma and marginalization,
there is more the broader HCI community can learn from queer
people and Queer HCI research. For instance, the messiness of
LGBTQ+ identities denaturalizes the taken-for-granted ways peo-
ple — LGBTQ+ and otherwise — are encoded in computing systems
[25, 178, 181]. We find the growing attention paid to LGBTQ+ peo-
ple in HCI promising. However, we encourage HCI researchers to
reckon with the limitations of understanding research about and
by marginalized people solely through the lens of marginalization.

Finally, we acknowledge that there can be politically expedient
reason for simplifying the way we talk about social groups when
interests are aligned, such as building broad environmentalist social
movements by bringing disparate parties together [61]. At the same
time, Mohanty cautions against mistaking "discursively consensual
homogeneity" of, in her case, women broadly defined for "histori-
cally specific material realities" [150]. We should be deliberate about
when to center particular experiences of social groups and when
to invoke broader subjects, such as "marginalized" or "LGBTQ+"
people. We must ask ourselves when and for whom it is expedient
to broadly frame social groups in such manners.

8.4 Oops I Made It About the Technology Again:
The Need for Decentering Technology

Our findings demonstrate how research trends — the latest methods
and shiniest technologies — drive HCI research (queer or other-
wise). This parallels Soden et al.’s critique of presentism in CSCW
[193] and anthropological critiques of techno-centrism in early HCI
research [60, 202]. When Big Data and social data mining were
made more accessible in the mid-2010s, researchers fit queer people
in this research [39, 42, 111, 136, 174, 214, 224]. At the time of our
writing, we similarly see a rise in Queer HCI research related to
AI [179]. While fitting into whatever is "chic" in HCI may open

possibilities by trojan-horsing particular social groups through con-
temporaneous trends, it impacts howHCI understands these groups.
A substantial portion of research on queer people used particular
methodologies HCI researchers were/are particularly interested in.
However, we found little work guided by queer peoples’ everyday
experiences, problems, and pleasures.

Some may see an argument here for decentering technology
akin to Dourish’s critique of implications for design [60]. While we
certainly support such proposals, the relationship between tech-
nology and human experiences has changed since the early 2000s.
Given that it is no longer possible to consider life in the absence
of computing, we see an opportunity to more forcefully start with
human-experience, confident that technology will inevitably play
an important role and be worthy of design. We advocate for a re-
search agenda that decenters technology in-and-of-itself in HCI
research, especially as they entangle particular social groups, such
as Queer People.

In advocating for more research decentering technology, we are
not critiquing Queer HCI research concerning whatever the shiny
technology du jour is, such as AI. At the time of our writing (De-
cember 2023), techno-hucksters are pulling the god trick [104] with
Generative AI models, such as GPT-4. HCI scholars can elevate
subaltern views on technologies to explain how "universal" views
are, in fact, situated. Queer people and other marginalized popula-
tions are ready means to demonstrating the social construction of
technology as these groups so often fall outside initial designs. This
strategic use of these groups by HCI researchers plays a crucial role
in checking power. We encourage HCI scholars to consider how
their technical expertise can serve forms of community account-
ability, where the tools we build are a means to an end rather than
an end in and of itself.

9 FUTUREWORK
The HCI research community has made substantial improvements
in queer representation since the first papers "4 - exclusively" about
LGBTQ+ people were published in 2014. However, there is still
much work to be done. As seen in Table 4, most of the 73 papers
exclusively about queer people have looked at the broad categories
of LGBTQ+ (n=15) or Transgender (n=25) people. Less work focuses
on the particular experience of subgroups (e.g., Lesbians (2), Gays
(6), and Bisexuals (1)) and intersections (e.g., QTBIPOC (2), rural (3),
youth (3), non-western (7)) of the LGBTQ+ community. We note
(Table 4) that there is a need for more particular queer research in
HCI.25 There is no research exclusively about lesbian experiences,26
nor is there any research on asexual or aromatic people. There is no
research on older LGBTQ+ adults, and few papers discuss kink or
other fringe and queer-adjacent sub-communities (e.g., furries [15])
in queer ways. There is also little examination of queer pornography,
queer sex, and how queer sex workers navigate, engage in, and use
technologies [209].

25There are technically five papers that discuss non-binary identity, but for citational
justice purposes, we have chosen to exclude one paper.
26Here we take "lesbian" to mean a person who identifies as a lesbian - including
cisgender and transgender women, as well as non-binary people — who have distinct
experiences from bisexual or heterosexual women. In the papers that discuss queer
women, lesbian and bisexual women are discussed together, which is why we make
this distinction.
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Community Paper
Count Citations

Lesbians 2
... Sexual Minority Women 1 [46]
... Lesbians and Bisexuals 1 [45]
... Lesbians Exclusively 0 —
Gay Men 6
... MSM 2 [94, 218]
... Gay Men 1 [215]
... Sexual-Minority Men 1 [203]
... Gay and Bisexual Men 1 [219]
... Gay, Bisexual and Queer Men 1 [106]
Bisexuals 1 [213]
... Bi Women Exclusively 0 —
... Bi Men Exclusively 0 —
... Bi Non-Binary People Exclusively 0 —
QTBIPOC 2 [173, 200]
Asexual / Aromantic People 0 —
Polyamorous People 1 [128]
Transgender People 36
... Trans People Broadly 25
... Non-Binary People 4* [118, 178, 196, 198]
... Non-Western (Gender Minority) 4 [37, 152, 158, 159]
... Transfemmes Exclusively 1 [50]
...Trans Women &
Non-Binary BIPOC 1 [200]

... Trans Men Exclusively 1 [85]
LGBTQ+ 28
... LGBTQ+ People Broadly 15
... LGBTQ+ Families 3 [10, 23, 167]
... LGBTQ+ Youth 3 [81, 112, 165]
... Rural LBGTQ+ Experiences 3 [105–107]
... Non-Western (Sexual Minority) 3 [45, 46, 215]
... LGBTQ+ Sex Workers 1 [102]
... Older LGBTQ+ People 0 —
... LGBTQ+ Sex or Pleasure 0 —

Table 4: Prior Work and Gaps in Research Exclusively About
LGBTQ+ Populations in HCI. Note, if a particular population
is not in this table then we did not find it in our corpus. We
note a few glaring omissions in the table.

There are also limitations to our methods that should be ad-
dressed in future work. One cannot understand Queer HCI by study-
ing published texts alone. We cannot know why authors choose to
center queer people as a research focus versus an application area.
Authors may wish to focus on queer experiences as a research area
but worry their work will not be funded or published without treat-
ing queer people as a case study to justify "generalizability." HCI
researchers must be able to treat queer people as ends in themselves
rather than only a means to an end. Therefore, future work should
study the systems within which Queer HCI research is produced.

Moreover, studying only published texts may lead to a survivor-
ship bias. We do not know which papers did not get published.
There have been Queer HCI researchers long before the first paper
"4 - exclusively" about queer people was published in 2014. Future

work should seek to disentangle what has yet to be said from what
researchers cannot or could not say. As Foucault notes, silence is a
discourse itself [75]. There are silences in the archives [2] of Queer
HCI. Much like Soden et al.’s recent advocacy for historical meth-
ods [193], we encourage future historical research on Queer HCI
beyond textual analysis, such as oral histories and studies of Queer
HCI ephemera (e.g., conference flyers).

Our decision to study queerness in HCI among a handful of
venues also came at the expense of a deeper understanding of
Queer HCI across more venues. As a result, we failed to include
other prominent conferences in HCI (e.g., FAccT, PDC, GROUP,
UIST, UbiComp, VIS, SOUPS), games conferences (e.g., FDG, Di-
GRA), and prominent media studies journals (e.g., New Media &
Society, First Monday, Social Media + Society). While research cen-
tered "4 - exclusively" on queer people did not begin until 2014,
research on LGBTQ+ social media use was published in New Me-
dia & Society as early as 2005 [32]. Future work should explore
Queer HCI research in these different venues, potentially exploring
similarities or differences between venues or publishers.

10 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we compiled a queer archive of HCI. We sought to
understand how the HCI community, Queer HCI included, engages
in research involving queer people over time. Despite a handful of
earlier works, we find Queer HCI publications began, in earnest, in
2014 when the first papers exclusively about queer people were pub-
lished [94, 112]. Since then, there has been an exponential growth
in the number of research papers discussing LGBTQ+ people. How-
ever, we found HCI research only focuses on some aspects of queer
people’s lives, such as coming out or breaking classification systems,
with little attention paid to joy and the everyday. We also found
that research on queer people tends to study "LGBTQ+" or "trans"
people generally, with less attention paid to specific sub-groups and
intersections. We hope our work can stimulate more thoughtful
discussions of queer people across the HCI community and more
particular and joyful research about queer people.
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A CODEBOOK

Code Description Examples & Non-Examples

4 Exclusively involves
queer people

Examples
• All or nearly all participants are queer
• HIV paper with only queer people
• Entire workshop about queer issues
• Queer autoethnography

3

Significantly involves
queer people or issues
but not the center of the
research

Examples
• Queer people as one of multiple distinct case studies
• Empirical study with a substantial number of queer participants
• Entire paper built on queer rights as controversial social issue
• Panelist substantially mentions queer issues but isn’t the entire panel

2
Discusses queer people in
some way even if not a pri-
mary part of the work

Examples
• Frames queer people in some way (e.g., marginalized or controversial)
• Positionality statement
• Queer word in data contributes to a frame (e.g., lesbian as sexual word)

Non-Examples
• 3: Whole paper relies on something like queer as controversy
• 1: Queer word shows up in dataset that doesn’t contribute a frame

1 Briefly mentions queer
people

Examples
• Participant demographic listed but no discussion
• The word “gay” in a table with no discussion

0 No Mention

Examples
• Papers written by an author with "gay" in their name
• Non-binary classifier

Table 5: Scale used to annotate papers in our dataset for the
degree to which they involved LGBTQ+ people
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